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Abstract  

       Forming limit stress diagram represent the maximum acceptable limits of  principal 

stresses in sheet metal forming. This diagram show the limits of major and minor true 

stresses for different strain paths (uniaxial tension, plane strain and equibiaxial stretching 

path) in sheet metal forming. It is confirmed that the Forming limit stress diagram and the 

Forming Limit Strain Diagram are two mathematically equivalent representations of 

forming limits in stress space and strain space respectively. The Forming limit stress 

diagram of the sheet metal is gained by the transformation relations between the strain state 

and stress state in deformation of sheet metal. In this paper, the Forming limit stress 

diagram is theoretically determined using Marciniak-Kuczynski analysis and Hosford yield 

criterion for steel 1021 sheet ,and compared with the experimental Forming limit stress 

diagram based on the experimental Forming limit strain diagram of steel 1021 sheet & 

theory of plasticity. The influence of normal anisotropic ratio, index of yield criterion, 

inhomogeneous factor and strength coefficient on the theoretical FLSD is also presented. It 

is shown that the limit stresses in theoretical Forming limit stress diagram is raised by 

increased values of the normal anisotropic ratio, the inhomogeneous factor and the strength 

coefficient. The limit stresses are lowered when the index of Hosford yield criterion 

increased.           
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 (1201التعيين النظري لمخطط حد أجهاد التشكيل لصفيحة من الصمب )
 الخالصة:

ى المقب لد  لججهدد اف  دش تشدييل الحدادمع المم ييد   يبدين خدطا المخطدط التشدييل الحد    المظمد إجهدد يمثل مخطط حد  
حدد    اهجهددد  الحقيقددش الوميثددش  الثدددي ا  يدد  مثدددواف مخت ادد   مثدددو الشدد  الحددد ا المحدد و  مثدددو ا يامدددل المثددت ا 

التشدييل  إجهدد  يطلك مثدو الش  ثيدمش المح و المتثد ا(  ي  تشييل الحادمع المم يي   مدن الممدو إ إن مخطدط حد  
 مخطدددط حددد  التشدددييل يمدددثجن التمبيدددو اللويدددددش الميدددد ا لحددد    التشدددييل ح    اهجهدددد اف  حددد    ا يامدددد ف(  يميدددن 

التشددييل ل حددادمع المم ييدد  مددن اثددتخ ام المجلدددف التح ي يدد  بددين اهجهددد   ا يامدددل  إجهددد الححدد ل   ددى مخطددط حدد  
-Marciniakالتشددددييل يظويددددد بدثددددتخ ام تح يددددل   إجهددددد مخطددددط حدددد    يظويدددددف ال   يدددد (   ددددش خددددطا البحدددد  تددددم تميددددين

Kuczynski)    يظويدد  الخدد ع Hosford   إجهددد    مقدويتد  مدم مخطددط المم دش لحد  1201( لحدايح  مددن الحد 
 يظويدددف ال   يدد (   يددطلك تمددف  واثدد   1201التشددييل تم تميييدد  ب اثددط  مخطددط حدد  ا يامدددل المم ددش لحددايح  الحدد  

 ممدمددل  دد م التجددديخ  ممدمددل مقد مدد   (Hosford  مددن ممدمددل تبدددين الخدد اأ  ليمدد  الخ يظويدد  الخددد عتدديثيو يددل 
التشددييل  حيدد  الظهددوف اليتدددمد إن حدد    اهجهددد  توتاددم  يدد   يددد   يددل مددن  إجهددد الممدد ن   ددى المخطددط اليظددوا لحدد  

خاض حد    اهجهدد   يد   يدد   ليمد  الخ ممدمل تبدين الخ اأ  ممدمل   م التجديخ  ممدمل مقد م  المم ن   بييمد تدي
 ممد ل  الخد ع 
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Notation  

Symbol Definition 

1,2 ,3 Principal stresses,MPa 

ε1 ε2 ε3 Principal strains  

m Strain rate sensitivity   

n Strain hardening exponent  

 effective stress,MPa 

έ effective strain  

ε˙ strain rate

 1/sec 

έ˙ effective strain rate,1/sec 

 ratio of minor strain to major 

              strain   

ta thickness of the sheet   

tb Thickness of groove   

α  Principle stress ratio   

ƒ Imperfection factor   

 

 

 

a Yield criterion index  

K  Strength coefficient, MPa 

R΄ Normal plastic anisotropic, ratio  

R0 Plastic anisotropic ratio with rolling 

         direction  

R90 Plastic anisotropic ratio transverse  

         to rolling direction   

φ ratio of principal stress to effective 

        stress  

β Ratio of effective strain to principal 

         strain    

M-K Marciniak-Kuczynski analysis  

F1a Principal Force in region (a) in M.K 

         Analysis, N 

F1b Principal Force in region (b) in M.K 

        Analysis, N 

 

Introduction    

The sheet metal formability is a measure 

of its ability to be deformed plastically 

during a forming process in order to 

produce a part with definite shape, being 

mainly limited by the occurrence of flow 

localization or instability. Its strong 

dependence on both the intrinsic 

constitutive properties of the sheet metal 

and the extrinsic factors involved in a 

practical forming operation made the 

correct choice of these parameters to be 

one of the main aims in modern industry. 

Their experimental study is difficult and 

sometimes inevasible task. The 

theoretical analysis of plastic instability is 

therefore of major importance to predict 

the appearance of localized necking, to 

examine the influence of each parameter 

on the necking occurrence and to improve 

the press performance. A good 

understanding of the deformation 

processes, of the plastic flow localization 

and of the factors limiting the forming of  

 

 

 

sheet metal is crucial in monitoring the 

formability issue
[1].

 

  Arrieux et al.(1982) are the first who 

studied the forming limit stress states 

concerns the isotropic materials using 

Von Mises yield criterion.  

     Gronostajski et al.(1984) studied the 

forming limit stress diagrams in axes of 

anisotropic sheets using Hill’s non 

quadratic criteria for aluminum and 

ARMCO iron sheet.  

      Arrieux et al.(1990)
 

plotted the 

theoretical forming limit stress curve 

determined by means of the two zoned    

Marciniak’s model which is developed in 

order to give the stress states in the two 

areas. It was concluded that all FLSDs, 

based on phenomenological plasticity 

models such as Hill (1948)and 

Hosford(1979), were almost path-

independent (Arrieux, (1995), Zhao et al., 

(1996), Haddad et al.,(2000), Stoughton, 

(2000), Zimniak, (2000), Stoughton and 

Zhu, (2004) In a preliminary study on the 
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FLSD based on crystal plasticity, Wu 

etal. (2000) came to a similar conclusion. 

      In numerical studies, Wu et al. (2000, 

2005) calculated the forming limit

stresses based on a polycrystalline 

plasticity theory, assuming isotropic 

hardening on each slip system, in 

conjunction with the Marciniak and 

Kuczynski model (M-K model; 

Marciniak and Kuczynski, 1967). 

Butuc et al. (2006)  study the effect of 

work hardening coefficient, strain rate 

sensitivity and the balanced biaxial yield 

stress on the theoretical FLSD by using 

M-K analysis and different yield 

function(groove orientation method) . 

Yoshida et al. (2005) measured the 

forming limit strains and stresses of an 

A5154-H112 tube for many linear and 

combined stress paths, using a servo- 

controlled, internal pressure-axial load 

testing machine. Yoshida et al. (2007) 

also calculated the forming limit stresses 

for many two-stage combined stress paths 

by using the M-K model and a 

phenomenological plasticity theory with 

the isotropic hardening rule. Yoshida et 

al. (2007) explained that the path-

independence of the FLSC is attributed to 

the isotropic hardening rule used in the 

constitutive model. 

     This work discusses the comparison 

between theoretical and experimental 

FLSD(based FLD& theory of plasticity) 

for Steel 1021 sheet ,and the influences of 

normal anisotropic ratio, index of yield 

criterion, inhomogeneous factor and 

strength coefficient on the theoretical 

FLSD were studied 

 

Mechanical property of Steel 1021 

sheet: 
The mechanical properties of steel 1021 

sheet  were obtained from tensile test,  by 

using specimens at different angles 

(2°,54°,02°) to the rolling direction 

Table(1). The value of strain hardening 

exponent (n) was determined from the 

slope of line in the (log coordinate of true 

stress-strain curve) by selection two 

points, one before ultimate stress and the 

other after yield point . The intersection 

of this line with unit strain gives the stress 

value that define the magnitude of 

strength coefficient (K) 
[1]

 . To determine 

the anisotropy  plastic ratio(R) the same 

specimens of tensile test were used with 

different angles and using equation (1) 

(table1) and the equation(2) to determine 

the normal anisotropic ratio 
[1]

 . 

  1.........................................
t

wR



  

Where εw: strain in the width direction of 

the specimen , εt: strain in the thickness 

direction of the specimen.  

)2(....................
4

2
90450

RRR
R


      

    The strain rate sensitivity (m) was 

determined by using the same tensile test 

specimens . The cross-head speed is 

suddenly changed during the uniform 

deformation region of a tensile test and a 

small jump in the load may be observed . 

The exponent (m) is then calculated 

(eq.3) from load and cross-head speed 

before and after the speed change  
[1].

 

 3..................................

log

log

2

1

2
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V

V

P

P

m  

Where P1: load before the speed change., 

P2: load after the speed change. 

V1: cross head speed before the speed 

change, V2: cross head speed after the 

speed change.                                               
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    The values of n, m , R and K ,were 

found experimentally which are shown in 

table (1). 

To determine the mean of mechanical 

property of the steel 1021 sheet using 

equation(4). 

 

 4...........................
4

2
90450

XXX
X


  

 

Table (2) present the mean of mechanical 

property (n, m , K and R´), which were 

used in the determination of FLSD. 

 

Theoretical Analysis: 

The theoretical forming limit stress 

diagrams presented in this work were 

calculated using a more general code(M-

K analysis and Theory of plasticity) for 

predicting the forming limits under linear 

strain paths. The code consists of a main 

part and several subroutines allowing the 

implementation of hardening law, yield 

function. Its general structure of 

theoretical FLSD is shown in Fig. 1. 

    The geometry of neck formation and 

the element of sheet undergoing plastic 

deformation are shown in Fig.2. 

Following the MK analysis , based on a 

simplified model with assumed pre-

existing thickness imperfection in the 

form of a groove perpendicular to the 

principal stress directions, The sheet is 

composed of the nominal area and weak 

groove area, which are denoted by `a' and 

`b', respectively. The initial imperfection 

factor of the groove, ƒ0, is defined as the 

thickness ratio (ƒ0 = t0b/t0a); where (t) 

denotes the thickness and subscript (0) 

denotes the initial state. A biaxial stress 

state is imposed on the nominal area and 

causes the development of strain 

increments in both the nominal (a) and 

the weak area (b). 

The yield criterion proposed by Osford
[6]

 

was used in the calculation in the plane 

stress state , this criterion is obtained as 

follows : 
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using a = 6   

The behavior of material can be 

represented in the form of Power law  
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The ratio of the principal stress and strain 

is defined as follows: 
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The associated flow rule is expressed by  
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Using condition of constant volume in 

plastic deformation 
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from eq.(11) 
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then, by applying the principle of 

equivalence of plastic work 
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 13................
2211
 ddd   

 
the compatibility condition is given by 

 14..................................
22 ba

dd    

from Marciniak-Kuczynski analysis 
[15].
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   16.............exp
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the equilibrium condition requires that the 

applied load remains constant along the 

specimen ; therefore 

 17.....................................
11 ba

FF   

from eq.(6),(17) 
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     Equilibrium equation (14), an equation 

can be found and solved numerically. 

Imposing a loading path (ρa), a finite 

increment of strain is also imposed in 

region (a), and by numerical computation 

is performed by using computer program 

(Fortran power Station) to determine the 

limit stress of a strain path in the FLSD , 

and the limit strain is determined when 

[(dεb1/dεa1)> 10] in the range of strain 

ratios from (-0.7 to 1.0). 

 
Calculation of Stress-based forming Limits 

Based on Experimental Strain Data  

   The stress-based forming limit curve 

represents the forming limit diagram 

expressed using the principal stress 

components in-plane of the sheet. The 

stress states cannot be determined directly 

on experimental parts and this operation 

generally needs a plastic calculation. 

Based on the experimental forming limit 

strains and using the plasticity theory, the 

forming limit stresses are computed
[16].

 It 

is assumed that the principal anisotropy 

axes of orthotropic symmetry are 

coincident with the principal axes of 

stress. In this paper we can use major true 

strain and strain ratio(Eq.19) from 

forming limit strain diagram for the same 

material,  

 19..........................................
1

2




   

and with using plasticity theory that 

presented by Hosford yield function 

(Eq.19)
[6]

 , plastic work (Eq.20) and 

hardening law (power law) (Eq.22).    
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 ddd   

and with hardening law (power law)  

)22......(..............................nK   
and the stress ratio: 

 23............................................
1
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For cases with non shear stress in a 

coordinate system aligned with the axes 

of anisotropy, the major true stress can be 

expressed as follows: 

  )24......(....................)(
1

   

where )(   represents the effective 

stress computed through the hardening 

law, and )( is a function of material 

parameters derived from the applied yield 

criteria. the effective strain is obtained for 

Hosford yield criteria[6] through the 

corresponding plastic strain in this paper, 

and calculating the minor true stress using 

the stress ratio(Eq.(23)). 
The above equations show that the 

experimental forming limit stress diagram 

depends on the shape of the yield surface 

as well as the hardening law used to 

describe the work hardening material 

behavior. 
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Results and Discussion :  

Figure(3) show the forming limit strain 

diagram of steel 1021 sheet determined 

experimentally by stretch forming using 

hemispherical punch, the limit strain in 

uniaxial tension path is higher than the 

limit strain in equibiaxial tension path 

while the limit stain lowest in plane 

strain path. Figure (4) show the 

experimental forming limit stress 

diagram of steel 1021 sheet obtained on 

the basis of the experimental forming 

limit strain diagram (figure.3)and 

plastic theory(using Hosford yield 

function (a=6)), the limit stress in 

equibiaxial tension path is higher than 

limit stress in uniaxial tension path 

while the limit stress lowest in plane 

strain path. 

Figure(5) show the comparison between 

the experiment and theoretical forming 

limit stress diagram using Hosford yield 

function(high exponent. a=6) with M-K 

analysis. It can be seen that the 

theoretical FLS curve more approach to 

the experimental FLS curve in plane 

stain path and approach in both paths of 

equibiaxial  tension and uniaxial tension 

path.                                                                                     

Figure(6) show the influence of the 

normal anisotropy ratio (R´) on the limit 

stress of FLSDs, presenting several 

curves predicted by use different values 

of normal anisotropy ratio (0.5,0.8,1.44 

and 2). It is observed that the level of 

the FLSD depends on the normal 

anisotropy ratio. When the normal 

plastic anisotropy increases the 

predicted of forming limit stress curve 

is increased, but the effect of normal 

pastic anisotropy ratio in forming limit 

strain diagram is independent by using 

Hosford yield function (a=6) 
[19]

 . The 

difference between curves in uniaxial 

tension path are more than in 

equibiaxial tension path, and can be 

seen that the effect of normal pastic 

anisotropy ratio in uniaxial tension path 

is more than in equibiaxial tension path. 

While this increase in normal pastic 

anisotropy ratio (R´)mean that the width 

strain is greater than thickness strain 

and associated with a greater resistance 

to forming in the thickness direction 

(resistance to thinning).   

Figure (7) shows the influence of index 

of Hosford yield function on forming 

limit stress diagram. It is observed that 

the level of the FLSD strongly depends 

on the selection of index of hosford 

yield function by using different values 

of index (2,6 and 8). When the index of 

hosford yield criterion increases, the 

predicted forming limit stress decrease. 

More stable of curves at increase the 

index of hosford yield function, and the 

index (2) is difference than curves 

because the index (2) reference to Hill 

yield criterion.  

Figure (8) shows the effect of initial 

value of inhomogeneous factor in M.K 

analysis on the limit stress in the 

forming limit stress diagram. It is 

observed that the limit stress of the 

FLSD strong sensibility depends on the 

selection of initial value of 

inhomogeneous factor, several curves 

predicted by use different values of 

initial value of inhomogeneous factor 

(0.98,0.99 and 0.998). The level of the 

predicted forming limit stresses rises 

when the initial inhomogeneous factor 

increases. Presenting the same behavior 

like the one achieved by the forming 

limit strains concerning the respective 

dependence as was shown in previous 

studies
[19],[20]

. It is important to remark, 

once again, that even the initial 

geometrical factor is considered an 

adjustable parameter in order to achieve 
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the best accuracy in the predicted 

forming limit stress diagram. The initial 

inhomogeneous value in M-K analysis 

represent the ratio of initial 

imperfection thickness to initial normal 

thickness (ƒ0 = tOb/tOa), and when the 

initial inhomogeneous value (ƒ0) 

increase the imperfection thickness 

(tOb) in (M-K) analysis is increase and 

cause increase in the limit stress in 

FLSD for all paths.      

Figure (9) show the effect of Strength 

coefficient (K) on forming limit stress 

diagram, it is observed that the level of 

the FLSD depends on the selection of 

Strength coefficient. presenting several 

curves predicted by use different values 

of Strength coefficient (400,600 and 

800MPa).When the Strength coefficient 

increases the predicted forming limit 

stress curve is increased for all paths 

with different level. The effect of 

strength coefficient presented in 

hardening law(power law), and 

hardening law play a vital role and very 

important to calculate the limit stress of 

forming limit stress diagram.  
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Table (1) Property of the Steel 1021 sheet 

Material Angle between 

specimens axis 

and rolling 

direction 

Strain 

Hardening 

exponent (n) 

Strain 

rate 

sensivity  

(m) 

plastic 

Anisotropic 

ratio  (R) 

Strength 

coefficient 

(K)[MPa] 

Steel 1021 0 0.282 0.018 1.7511 820 

45 0.254 0.013 1.2521 790 

90 0.265 0.016 1.5419 810 

 

Table(2)Mean of mechanical property 

Material Mean of 

strain 

Hardening 

exponent (n) 

Mean of 

strain rate 

sensivity  (m) 

Normal plastic 

anisotropic ratio  

(R´) 

Mean of strength 

coefficient [MPa] 

Steel 1021 0.26375 0.015 

 

1.4493 

 

802.5 
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